$8   VERNACULAR IN TEACHING OF ENGLISH
clearly, and because it is important that the teacher of
English should realize its scope and usefulness.
Let the reader ask himself from what sources the
great majority of the unEnglish English, spoken and
written by the Indian student comes. We need not
hesitate for our answer. Nearly all the mistakes in
English idiom and construction made by the Indian student
<are due to his knowledge of a mother tongue. Due to his
mother tongue habits would be a better way of putting
it, for language acquisition is habit rather than know-
ledge. Learning a language is forming an increasing
number of speech habits, and confirming them by repeti-
tion. And language habits are not exempt from the
ordinary habit of habits—that they are hard to unlearn.
They persist. It is just this strength on their part that
is the undoing of the learner of a new language, for his
•old habits pursue him along his new path. This is the
reason, then, why the new (and often the older) pupils
in English still say ' I treat with *, and l What to
mention ', and * Comparatively older than ', and 41 ask
that why , and ' I shall come yesterday ', and hundreds
of other vernacularisms masquerading as English. Such
sentences do credit to his conservatism. The old is
•easy, and the new is hard. But for this very reason
the source of these mistakes provides an obviously
economical and impressive means of teaching distinctive
English usages. This is to be found in the device of
deliberate contrast of the two langziages where the common
English we would be implanting differs in idiom or usage
from the vernacular. < From the known to the unknown',
is, he may rejoin, exactly the procedure that the pupil
has been following—introducing his Isiown Urdu into
his unknown English. But this, as the student should
be aware, is exactly what the maxim must not be taken
to mean. * Use the known to teach the unknown }, is
the real interpretation. And one way of using it is
t>y the method of deliberate contrast; by bringing the
two usages into set opposition to one another; by
•confronting contrasts.
Now between this process and the translation exercise
are two essential differences. In translating a passage
from one language to another the object before teacher

